1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Recently, the photocatalytic and multiferroic properties, magnetic ordering and doping effects of BiFeO~3~ (BFO) is an area of growing interest in modern scientific research. BFO nanoparticle is a semiconductor material capable of displaying potential applications in piezoelectric devices, sensors, photosensitizers, and spintronics ([@bib102]; [@bib96]; [@bib95]; [@bib33]). The material has a narrow bandgap of about 2.2 eV compared to the widely used TiO~2~ with energy bandgap of 3.2 eV ([@bib57]). A narrow bandgap provides the possibility of using a large portion of visible light from the total solar energy. This is important to increase the solar energy utilization efficiency because the current TiO~2~ photocatalysts can generally response only in the UV range due to its large energy bandgap ([@bib97]; [@bib46]). Fast recombination of electrons and holes during photocatalysis is another problem which also lowers the efficiency of photocatalyst ([@bib64]). In addition, BFO hold a great promise because of its numerous technological application in photodegradation of organic dyes, wastewater treatments, air purification processes, photovoltaic and in water splitting for hydrogen production to generate clean energy ([@bib49]; [@bib26]; [@bib27]; [@bib54]). BFO material is an inorganic perovskite under the ferrites that is a visible light-driven photocatalyst.

Perovskite nanomaterials are class of materials with a general formula of ABX~3~ wherein its crystal structure A and B represents metal ions of the periodic table and X indicates an anionic group (Cl^−^, Br^−^, I^−^, O^2--^) ([@bib89]; [@bib10]; [@bib35]). The photocatalytic activity of these perovskite materials can be improved by doping considering the wide scope of design to alter both A and B sites. Studies have shown that doping of the material at either of the sites gives it extra photocatalytic advantage to reduce the bandgap and other photophysical properties of these functional oxides ([@bib68]). [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a shows the perovskite structure consisting of the cation sites in the crystal lattice and how B and X form an octahedral BX~6~ structure, where at the center of the octahedral structure, X lies in the corners around B. The A- site (Bi in BFO) is located on the corners of the unit cell and the B- site (Fe in BFO) at the center of the unit cell ([@bib40]). [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b shows the formation of a 3-D system of an octahedral structure in an extended form linking each other at all-corners of the structure. For effective charge neutrality, however, the metal A, in the crystal structure located in a vacancy within the BX~6~ structure maintain the overall charge of the structure and the metal B is filling the octahedral sites ([@bib76]). BFO nanoparticle exhibits a distorted rhombohedral perovskite structure with *R3c* space group at room temperature.Figure 1(a) A perovskite unit cell (ABX~3~), and (b) extended network structure of perovskites linked via the corner-shared octahedral. Reprinted from Refs ([@bib60]; [@bib21]).Figure 1

The studies of BFO and BFO related particles and their visible light (λ = 200--800 nm) response is particularly interesting because of their excellent nontoxicity, cost effectiveness, special crystallite structure, electrical conductivity, long-term stability, magnetism and electro-optical properties which makes them efficient photocatalyst ([@bib45]; [@bib8]; [@bib6]; [@bib2]). The effect of doping BFO material with noble elements has opened-up new opportunities to develop novel materials that can improve on photocatalytic activity ([@bib17]; [@bib99], [@bib100]; [@bib83]). Doping is one most important way to efficiently enhance the photocatalytic performance of BFO and other related materials especially with the rare-earth (RE) elements. The RE elements can facilitate the abruption of photogenerated electron-hole (e− h^+^) pairs because of their special 4f electron configurations ([@bib86]; [@bib61]; [@bib52]). Some other inherent activities of photocatalyst include the transport of e− h^+^ pairs, and efficient separation of photo-induced charge carriers ([@bib58]). ([@bib48]) have reported that SrTiO~3~-coated with BFO nanoparticles can decompose water into H~2~ and O~2~ under visible light irradiation, whereas pure SrTiO~3~ responds only to the UV irradiation. In addition, BFO nanowires decorated with Au nanoparticles can be used as highly efficient photocatalysts for water splitting ([@bib43]).

Investigation of BFO nanoparticle by doping with metals, non-metals and metalloids on the magnetic, electronic and the visible light-driven photoactivity of the material have been previously reported ([@bib69]; [@bib27]; [@bib32]; [@bib24]). BFO nanoparticle doped with some alkaline elements show improved magnetic properties and increased stability of the material ([@bib5]). BFO nanoparticles have been synthesized by various methods and are used in the degradation and mineralization of dye pollutants. The effects of different pollutants on water and soil contamination were investigated using various methods by most researchers in modern technology to efficiently develop remediation processes ([@bib91], [@bib92]). Also, the BFO and other related materials have been shown to be capable of utilizing visible light for photodegradation of molecules to harmless products. Several other visible light enhanced nanomaterials also find suitable applications in adsorption and photocatalytic process for the removal of pollutants such as tetracycline hydrochloride and bisphenol A ([@bib93]; [@bib80]; [@bib34]). In this review, an overview of some wet routes of synthesis of BFO nanoparticles have been briefly highlighted. Some recent progress on the effect of doping the material and the strategies to improve visible light response of the photocatalyst. The phenomenon of degradation process, mechanism of dye conversion and also a summary of future prospect for the development of the material all have been elaborated.

2. Synthesis of BFO nanoparticles {#sec2}
=================================

Various chemical methods have been used in the preparation of BFO and related nanopowders with characteristics of well crystalline, nanosize and absence of secondary phases, which are believed to be favorable for photocatalytic applications ([@bib88]). These methods such as sol-gel, co-precipitation, hydrothermal, combustion, forced hydrolysis and microemulsion have been reported in an attempt to obtained powders with definite morphology, phase purity of the crystal, size and crystallinity of the material ([@bib67]; [@bib3]; [@bib38]; [@bib37]; [@bib24]).

2.1. The sol-gel method {#sec2.1}
-----------------------

Sol-gel synthesis of nanoparticles is not new, the simplicity of the process for making functional oxides has been of keen interest to most researchers. This is because the method is handy and versatile, yield pure powders and can be used to fabricate materials that has very good surface area, size and morphology control ([@bib59]). The method is cost effective involving the reaction of metal nitrates in their stoichiometric proportions following the addition of suitable chelating and complexing agents. A homogeneous solution is usually formed and is set at a temperature between 80 -- 90 °C under continuous heating and stirring until a sol is form. The sol is then dried to give gel and the gel is pre-calcined to give pure nanopowders. This technique has been used widely for the preparation of pure BFO and BFO related materials ([@bib38]; [@bib1]; [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25]).

2.2. Co-precipitation method {#sec2.2}
----------------------------

The co-precipitation method is also simple for the preparation of perovskite-like compounds giving high yield. It gives particles of large grain size with poor homogeneity. Here, metal nitrates are precipitated by the action of soluble bases (NH~4~OH) followed by subsequent washing and drying to yield powder nanoparticles. The as-prepared powder is annealed at various annealing temperatures to study a variety of a number of properties. The growth of the crystals, size and morphology of the crystallite can be controlled by adding surfactants like the polyvinyl acetate, triton x-100, sodium dodecyl sulfate, and cetyl trimethylammonium bromide ([@bib51]). The overall pH of the reacting process determines the products ([@bib41]).

2.3. Hydrothermal/solvothermal method {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------

In this method of BFO and BFO related nanoparticle synthesis, the powders obtained are pure, regular in shape and highly dispersed with high crystallinity. The disadvantage of using this method is that raw materials for the synthesis must be for soluble salts, waste a lot of energy and is peculiar to Fe-based layered double hydroxide ([@bib63]). It is extremely important to note that from the photocatalytic point of view, nanomaterials obtained by this method have smaller sizes (20--80 nm), fewer defects, larger surface areas, and has special micro-/nano-structures ([@bib20]). It requires heating at temperature above 190 °C in a Parr bomb reactor under high pressure where the additives are dissolved in water or in organic solvent (Solvothermal). This method like the sol-gel process may also be accompanied by the addition of templating agents for structure directing, size control and crystal growth ([@bib16]).

2.4. Mechanochemical method {#sec2.4}
---------------------------

This method requires high amount of energy as it commonly involve the ceramic fabrication during the milling procedure. It is a solvent free process, requiring lower temperature and shorter reaction time and the particles obtained by this process are regular hexagonal which together form the advantages of mechanochemistry over the hydrothermal method ([@bib63]). Energy consumption and particles agglomeration are the disadvantages of this method. Metal oxides in their stoichiometric amounts are milled over some time to produce the fine powders. This is a typical of solid-state reaction and is very slow, and the reaction is activated due to mechanical process rather than application of temperature. This is because the long milling period is necessary to increase the reacting surfaces of the ions thereby creating more efficient interaction between the ions to form particles at room temperature ([@bib73]). Again, nanoparticles prepared by this method have the advantage of reduced calcination temperature.

2.5. Combustion {#sec2.5}
---------------

Combustion method is a self-sustaining exothermic reaction that occurs between metal salts and organic fuels to bring about the production of functional nanoparticles ([@bib11]). This method produce nanomaterials with large particle sizes due to the high combustion temperature attained during the synthesis process ([@bib39]). The metal nitrates are made to dissolve in distilled water first, and to the solution of the metal nitrates, appropriate amount of sucrose is added with continuous stirring and placed on a hot plate until the dissolution process is complete. The mixture is further heated to obtain a dark viscous resins that leads to auto-ignition of the dried resin on continuous heating accompanying the evolution of gases ([@bib15]). The ashes obtained from the combustion process is analyzed for perovskite-type BFO nanophase. Moreover, the size and shape of BFO materials greatly influence photocatalytic process and are generally controlled by adding templating agents ([@bib40]).

3. Progress in the effect of doping of BFO nanoparticle {#sec3}
=======================================================

Various steps and strategies have been taken to modify the structure and increase the efficiency of BFO nanoparticles among which is the introduction of elements as dopants. The effect of doping nanocrystals of bismuth ferrites and orthoferrites is to improve the photocatalytic properties of the bulk materials. This has opened up newer opportunities in the area of photocatalysis. Generally, studies of the photocatalytic activity of these materials strongly depend on the particle size, morphology, crystallinity and surface chemistry ([@bib77]). The photocatalytic properties of BFO and BFO related materials are size-dependent. Strong absorption of the catalyst in the visible region is achieved through particles with small sizes which give better surface area hence more active sites. Also, particles with high crystallinity are better achieved through prolonged heating and increased reaction time ([@bib77]). The effect of crystallite size on the photocatalytic properties of BFO nanoparticles for the degradation of methyl orange (MO) with improved photoactivity have been reported ([@bib17]). The results show more than 90 % of MO to be decolourized after 8 h of UV irradiation with reduced bandgap of 2.18 eV compared to the 2.5 eV value for BFO films ([@bib75]). Some researchers have worked on the photoelectrochemical process (PEC) of ferrites under visible light to investigate the photocatalytic hydrogen generation from water splitting although the mechanism is still not fully understood ([@bib13]; [@bib103]; [@bib4]; [@bib53]).

Almost all the rare earth metals; Y, La, Gd, Nd, Dy, Sm, have been introduced as dopants into the crystalline structure of BFO nanostructures to investigate the magnetic, optical, photocatalytic and electronic properties ([@bib22]; [@bib87]; [@bib36]; [@bib66]; [@bib85]; [@bib27]). Hu et al. reported the photocatalytic property of Sm doped BFO nanoparticle for the degradation of MO under visible light which showed reduce energy bandgap of 2.06 eV. Also, the visible light photodegradation of MB dye by BFO doped with Ba, Na and K metal ions in the presence of H~2~O~2~ was studied ([@bib24]). The smaller bandgap of the BFO-doped nanoparticles indicates a possibility of utilizing more visible light for photocatalysis. Also ([@bib30]), reported the hydrothermal synthesis of Pb-BFO catalyst for the degradation of malachite green dye and phenol from wastewater. The results show improved photoactivity of Pb doped to (95.7 %) compared to the pure BFO material (72.3 %) and TiO~2~ (78.6 %). The enhanced photoactivity could be credited to the appropriate Pd contents that enhanced the e− trapping capacity, which was helpful in the generation and transmission of the generated e− h^+^ pairs ([@bib94]; [@bib31]).

The effect of doping BFO material, however, reduce the energy bandgap of the nanomaterials creating multiple energy trap states in between the valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB). When photon energy (*hv*) is absorbed equal to or higher than the bandgap energy, electrons (e−) are excited from the VB to the CB thereby creating holes (h^+^) in the VB. These e− and h^+^ created then initiate degradation process of the organic pollutants. The e− from the CB reacts with dissolved oxygen to generate highly reactive superoxide radicals (*O*~*2*~^*•*−^) and H~2~O~2~ to oxidize the organic compounds (reduction process) ([@bib40]). In a different reaction process, however, the holes generated can oxidize the organic pollutant by reacting with molecules of H~2~O or OH on the surface of a photocatalyst to produce a highly reactive species such as hydroxyl radicals (oxidation process). The e− h^+^ pairs generated under visible light, greatly enhanced the degradation efficiency of the catalyst.

The energy bandgap of BFO and BFO-doped semiconductor materials are shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} under visible light. The bandgap of undoped BFO can be seen to be wide due to e− h^+^ recombination, but the effect of doping on BFO show reduced bandgap energy due to the decrease in recombination process. There is also the generation of multiple energy trap states between the VB and CB. Hence, the increase in the photocatalytic activity of the doped material which may be attributed to the efficient carrier charge separation produced by photo-excitation.Figure 2Schematic diagram on the effect of metal ion doping on the energy band gap of BFO nanoparticles.Figure 2

The photocatalytic activity, magnetic properties and other photophysical properties of the semiconducting BFO and other related materials are somewhat affected by the composition of the materials, method of synthesis, their particle shapes and also size. Although the large particle size of nanomaterials could lead to a decrease in activity as a result of reducing the surface area of the catalyst, particle with smaller sizes tends to give better photoactivity due to the high number of active sites. A study shows the particle size in the range of 20--80 nm to give an added advantage for catalytic surfaces ([@bib19]). ([@bib62]) in their reviewed article on visible light active photocatalyst for degradation of different textile dyes, discussed the surface phenomenon of photocatalyst, particle size, and surface area and how they influence photocatalytic activity in great detail.

Doping of BFO nanoparticle especially with RE elements shows significant improvement on the photocatalytic properties of the material, this made possible the photogeneration of e− h^+^ pairs due to the special 4f electron configurations of the elements ([@bib52]; [@bib61]; [@bib86]). Co-doping of BFO with Sr, Ba, Ca, Na, K, have also been used to improve the photoactivity and visible light response of the material compared to the bulk BFO material. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows the effect of crystallite size as estimated from the Debye-Scherrer relation in [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} for the doped and undoped BFO particles and how it affects the energy bandgap of the materials. The size of crystal significantly effects the photocatalytic activity due to easy transfer of charges to the surface of photocatalyst and the increased surface caused to provide more surface for incoming photo-generated charge carriers that absorbed more of the lights coming in ([@bib29]).$$\text{L} = \text{Kλ/βcos}\theta$$where L is the average crystallite size of the material, θ is the Bragg angle, K is the Scherrer constant, λ is the wavelength of radiation, and β is the full width at half maximum.Table 1Effect of concentration and crystallite size on undoped BFO and rare-earth doped nanoparticles.Table 1ResearchBFO-dopedConc of dopantsSpace groupLattice parametersCrystallite size (nm)Energy (eV)a (Å)b (Å)c (Å)[@bib56]Ni0.01*R3c*5.5865.58613.883372.280.055.6445.64414.013142.29[@bib81]BFO*R3c*5.5765.57613.86720--352.55[@bib71]BFO*R3c*5.5765.57613.86720--352.20Impure5.5895.58913.89432.862.20[@bib50]BFO*R3c*5.5285.52813.72128-[@bib27]BFO*R3c*5.5785.57813.86820--302.17Sm0.015.5775.57713.86217.22.15Sm0.105.5715.57113.80520--302.06[@bib101]Gd0.03*R3c*5.5795.57913.85727.812.16Gd0.055.5715.57113.83027.712.10[@bib78]BFO*R3c*5.5785.57813.847302.02La0.055.5865.58613.771192.06[@bib85]Y0.10*R3c*5.5655.56513.73820--302.29

In another development, a study showed BFO doped with Dy enhance the photoactivity of MB degradation to 92 % under visible light irradiation ([@bib66]). The different methods of synthesis and the effect of doping into the structure of BFO and BFO related nanomaterials also influences the photocatalytic activity of the material as shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} for comparison. BFO nanoparticles (average size of 29 nm) synthesized via the citric acid route by solvothermal process effectively degrade MB pollutants to 86 % having an energy value of 2.1 eV ([@bib28]). The sol-gel synthesis of Ba doped BFO nanoparticle with a particle size of 23 nm showed very good photoactivity and reduced bandgap of 1.79 eV ([@bib72]; [@bib14]). A detailed study of the Na-doped BFO nanoparticle, its dielectric and multiferroic properties were previously reported ([@bib98]). The photocatalytic and magnetic properties, as well as the effect of the crystalline structure of Sr^2+^ doped BFO, was reported afte 2 h of visible light photo-response ([@bib82]).Table 2Effect of synthesis method and crystallite size on the energy band gap of co-doped BFO.Table 2StudyBFO-dopedMethod of synthesisConc of dopantsSpace groupLattice parametersCrystallite size (nm)Energy (eV)a = b (Å)c (Å)[@bib82]SrCombustion0.20*P4/mmm*3.9543.954222.26[@bib14][@bib72]BaSol-gel0.20*R3c*5.62113.713231.79[@bib24]NaSol-gel0.10*R3c*5.57113.552312.17K0.105.57813.542282.15

4. Phenomena of photodegradation studies {#sec4}
========================================

Some parameters such as the initial dye concentration, catalyst dosage, pH of the solution and the light source, affects the removal efficiency of BFO and BFO-doped photocatalyst. The energy bandgap of these nanomaterials can be calculated according to the well-known Tauc\'s [Eq. (2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@bib7]).$${\alpha hv = \text{C(}hv - Eg\text{)}}^{\text{n/}2}$$where *Eg* is energy bandgap, α is the absorption coefficient, *hν* is energy absorb, and C is a constant.

The % degradation efficiency for the dye removal during photocatalytic process is calculated using [Eq. (3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Where C~0~ and C~t~ are the initial and final concentrations of the dye before and after degradation process respectively.$$\frac{\text{C}_{\text{o}} - \text{C}_{\text{t}}}{\text{C}_{\text{o}}}\  \times \ 100$$

The photocatalytic properties of BFO and other related materials were previously researched for various pollutants degradation under visible light. Effect of dopants concentration, other conditions such as the effect of light source and initial dye concentration may influence the efficiency of the photocatalyst. [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} show the percentage of degradation of BFO and doped BFO materials on dyes with the effect of change in time, concentration and the source of light. For instance, the photocatalytic properties of BFO particles improved dramatically in the presence of La^3+^ ions for the degradation of Phenol red ([@bib36]). The degradation rate of MB dye from wastewater significantly improved on the addition of hydrogen peroxide promoted by the reduction of the dye to produce more reactive hydroxyl radicals in the photodegradation process. It is important therefore, to understand the mechanistic pathway for degradation of dyes in the photocatalytic studies of materials. [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the proposed mechanism for the photocatalytic degradation of a dye under visible light irradiation over the BFO-doped photocatalyst surface. The photocatalytic properties of BFO doped materials becomes more effective with a high charge separation of e− h^+^. For a material that forms a kind of hetero-junction with BFO, it is generally believed to be effective in improving the photoactivity due to reduced recombination rate of the photogenerated electrons and holes ([@bib55]; [@bib18]; [@bib74]; [@bib84]). The visible light irradiation upon striking on the catalyst surface will initiate the photocatalytic reaction by absorbing light (*hv*) energy greater than or equal to its energy bandgap leading to the generation of e− h^+^ pairs (detailed explanations in section [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}) as seen in [Eq. (4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Eqs. [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"} shows how the photogenerated electrons react with the surface adsorbed oxygen to form the superoxide radicals. The holes then reacts with water molecules to give hydroxyl radicals in [Eq. (6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}. There is a simultaneous migration of holes onto the surface of the catalyst to react with water and form hydroxyl radicals which are very effective for the degradation of the dye, this is shown in [Eq. (7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The superoxide radical generated then partake in the degradation process of the dye and usually, CO~2~, H~2~O, and other products are given off (mineralization). Eqs. [(8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"} show direct oxidization of the dye by the catalyst based on the trapping experiments, the hydroxyl radical showed influence on the degradation pattern, the *O*~*2*~^*•*−^ and h^+^ generated were the predominant reactive species for the photodegradation studies of this material ([@bib27]).$$\left. BFO - doped + hv\rightarrow\text{e}^{-} + h^{+} \right.$$$$\left. \text{e}^{-} + O_{2}\rightarrow O_{2}^{\cdot -} + H_{2}O_{2} \right.$$$$$$$$\left. O_{2}^{\cdot -} + Dye\rightarrow\mathit{\deg}radation\ products \right.$$$$$$$$\left. h^{+} + Dye\rightarrow\mathit{\deg}radation\ products \right.$$Table 3Percentage degradation efficiencies of undoped and doped BFO on dyes with effect of some parameters like the time, concentration and the source of light.Table 3ResearchBFO-dopedDosage of catalyst (g)Organic dyeInitial conc of dye (mg/L)Light sourceTime (min)% Degradation[@bib79]Gd, Sm0.05Methylene Blue3.20150 W He lamp4095[@bib52][@bib22]GdMethylene Blue1.00Sunlight24094Rhodamine B5.00500 W Xe lamp12094[@bib9]Nd0.16Rhodamine B6.00300 W Xe lamp12059[@bib55]Y0.01Rhodamine B50.0040 W lamp608[@bib36]La0.10Phenol red10.00150 W Xe lamp12090[@bib66]Dy0.05Methylene Blue1.00Sunlight24092[@bib42]TiO~2~1:1Congo red-500 W Xe lamp12070[@bib58]Pt0.25Methyl orange5.00300 W Xe lamp21070[@bib12];[@bib47]Ag0.10Rhodamine B5.00200 W Xe lamp180790.05Methyl orange20.00450 W Xe lamp90100[@bib83]Pb, Sm0.30Phenol5.00300 W Xe lamp12087[@bib30]Pb0.02Malachite green10.00105 W vis lamp24096[@bib99], [@bib100]Au0.20Congo red20.00500 W Xe lamp12094[@bib32]N0.35Bisphenol A30.00300W I/W lamp12094[@bib44]N0.02Congo red10.00300 W Xe lamp18092Figure 3Schematic diagram of the mechanism of photocatalytic degradation of dye on doped BFO photocatalyst.Figure 3

The hydroxyl radicals, to a large extent, play important role in the photocatalytic oxidation process, and in photodegradation of dyes. Therefore, the effect of the addition of hydrogen peroxide will yield more hydroxyl radicals in the process hence a better photocatalytic result. [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} shows the effect of pH on the degradation pattern of some model dye pollutants.Table 4Effect of pH on the percentage degradation rate of undoped and doped BFO on pollutants.Table 4ResearchBFO-dopedOrganic dyeInitial conc of dye (mg/L)pHTime (min)% Degradation[@bib78]LaMethylene blue3.2025096[@bib52]GdMethylene blue1.00724070[@bib65]CaMethylene blue0.1007120100[@bib70]Methylene blue15.002.512070[@bib24]NaMethylene blue10.00310060119084K310056119085[@bib90]SrMethylene blue10.00-15085

5. A summary and outlook of future prospects of BFO nanoparticles {#sec5}
=================================================================

Doping of BFO nanomaterials with noble metals has been greatly utilized in increasing its efficiency as photocatalyst. The effect of synthesis method and change in size of the material has in various ways reduce the bandgap of the material towards the decolourization of dyes under visible light irradiation of the electromagnetic spectrum for photodegradation studies. Its nano-sized structure, multiferroic property at room temperature and crystal structure also makes BFO nanoparticles an efficient photocatalyst for degradation of pollutants. The doping effects of BFO and other related materials have shown improved photoactivity under visible light response very greatly. To date, a proper understanding of the mechanisms of the degradation process has been proposed by most researchers. A doped BFO material tends to offer a better charge separation phenomenon which influences the efficiency of the photocatalyst. The material because of its excellent chemical stability have been shown to be capable of treatment of wastewater and other industrial effluents where they can also be successfully recovered. In some studies, the recyclability of the photocatalyst was tested to almost five cycles. Further research should be conducted on the computational studies of the material to understand the responsive mechanisms of the material towards dye degradation. Significant effort should be made also in future to commercialize BFO-doped particles for practical use in industries for wastewater treatment. The photoactivity of BFO-doped and BFO related nanomaterials should remain area of interest in the photodegradation of other pollutants, in particular; antibiotics, pesticides and other organic pollutants until exciting results are obtained.
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